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A decade of digital transformation in a few months

Increased API & Cloud load from

significant growth in global digital

operations notable from summer 2020

SEATTLE, WA, USA, July 1, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- APIMETRICS API

CLOUD PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS SUCCESS OF

CLOUD PROVIDERS DESPITE THE

PANDEMIC

•	Increased load from significant

growth in global digital operations

notable from summer 2020

Seattle, July 1st 2021 – APImetrics today released the results of its comprehensive annual

analysis of the performance of the major cloud service providers serving the critical API

landscape.

The entire industry should

be lauded for how they were

able to keep everything

running largely without

disruption.”

David O'Neill

To produce the APImetrics API Cloud Performance Analysis

Report, APImetrics made more than 187 million API calls to

more than 4,200 different API endpoints in 2019 and more

than 208 million API calls to more than 4,600 different API

endpoints in 2020. Calls were made from 80 different

cloud data center locations covering Amazon Web Services

(AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and IBM

Cloud. 

The full report is available online for free at APImetrics API monitoring service API.expert (here).

Using the APImetrics API.expert service, users can also sign up and explore the data sets they

wish.

“APIs and the cloud were essential before the COVID-19 pandemic hit, and today they’re even

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://apimetrics.io
https://api-cloud-analysis.api.expert/
https://api-cloud-analysis.api.expert/
https://api-cloud-analysis.api.expert/
https://api.expert


more essential for how people work, how they educate, and how they access critical day-to-day

services,” said David O'Neill, CEO of APImetrics. 

“APImetrics runs millions of API calls to many of the world’s largest IT providers. It’s the only

monitoring provider that does this globally, at scale, across all the major clouds, to give all

stakeholders a unique insight into how things are working.”

In the report, APImetrics have used their unique collection of historical API data to establish a

baseline for API quality. The report focuses on a standardized selection of data from leading

services. These include APIs from prominent corporate infrastructure providers, financial

services institutions, social networks, and search engines. 

Dr. Paul Cray, head of Machine Learning and Standards at APImetrics, said, “The challenge with

API monitoring isn’t just being able to get a sample of end-to-end data large enough to be

meaningful. It’s also important to understand what it is telling us across lots of different services.

Our ability to track performance across cloud providers and geographies is what makes this

report unique.”

Over the five years APImetrics has been tracking cloud performance, there has been a

continuous and expected improvement in speed and performance by all the major cloud

providers. 

It was assumed that 2020 would be no different until COVID-19 changed the way everybody

worked. The data certainly showed the impact but occurring later in the year than might have

been expected, with most cloud services degrading in performance in many geographies after

the summer of 2020 and almost all the performance gains of the year up to June being

eliminated by December.

“What fascinated us was when things changed,” O'Neill said. “We thought it would slow down in

April when offices closed down and people started working from home. But it actually started to

bite in July and August. 

“But what’s really amazing is – despite the most dramatic shift in the modern era in the way we

work – our data shows that the cloud and IT service providers coped, and coped well. 

“The entire industry should be lauded for how they were able to keep everything running largely

without disruption.”

APImetrics monitors production APIs for some of the world’s largest companies, providing

actionable intelligence on performance from across the world and the cloud. Using AI and ML

technology, APImetrics provides unique insight into the performance of the technologies that

drive the world.

“What is astonishing is that so many IT services managed to maintain high levels of service with

very little impact from lockdowns,” O'Neill said. “With the exception of some of the corporate



collaborative work platforms, like Slack, which did experience some slower performance as they

onboarded hundreds of thousands more users, generally speaking API and cloud services kept

working well. And even services like Slack recovered within a few months of the massive shift

happening.”

-ENDS-

About APImetrics

APImetrics offers the industry’s only intelligent, analytics-driven API performance solution built

specifically for the enterprise. By interfacing with all current and legacy API protocols, APImetrics

helps CIOs, customer success teams, developers and vendors know if their APIs are performing

as designed. Monitoring is supported by analytics and fully customizable downtime alerts to

deliver the actionable intelligence needed by the enterprise to meet service level agreements

and customer expectations. APImetrics is used by leading banks, telecoms carriers, IoT providers

and leading IT companies. The company is headquartered in Seattle, WA. More information is

available at APImetrics.io and API.expert.
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